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Civic Centre,  Castle Street

Merthyr Tydfil,  CF47 8AN

Main Tel:  01685 725000,  www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Working Life; Developing the Environment & 
Infrastructure for Business to Flourish

1. SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

Performance Report – Working Life 2.

1.1. Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council has produced a set of wellbeing objectives.  To 
demonstrate how we intend to achieve these objectives; the Council has produced a 
Plan: Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our Community.

1.2. This scrutiny report will demonstrate how the activities/services we deliver will support 
the Council to develop the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish.

1.3. To demonstrate how we well meet the objectives, this report will focus on specific 
wellbeing projects the Council is undertaking.  This work will also contribute to the 7 
national wellbeing goals laid down in the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act.

1.4. There are 3 wellbeing projects which are currently being delivered:

Date Written Friday, 05 January 2018

Accountable for Delivery Alyn Owen
Chris Long; Rhian Prosser; Cheryl Jones;
Chris Hole         

Wellbeing Champion Annabel Lloyd
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 Relocation of the Bus Station – Phase 2;

 Active Travel Routes – Phase 1; and

 Childcare Sufficiency Assessment.

This report establishes the baseline for these 3 wellbeing projects and highlights 
progress made in delivering these projects.  This will be reported to scrutiny at future 
meetings.

2.     RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. The content of this report to be discussed and noted.

3. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1. The Council is committed to delivering excellent economic development and physical 
regeneration services.  It will do this by delivering its key strategies and through joint 
working with a range of partners.  The key strategies that focus on delivering excellent 
services are:

 Economic Growth Strategy (unpublished)
 Local Development Plan1 
 Rural Development Plan
 Regional Transport Plan

3.2. In our plan [Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our Community], we set out how we 
intend to achieve the Wellbeing Objectives.  The purpose of this report is to coordinate 
the performance and project information against our Wellbeing Objective "Developing 
the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish".

Legislative Context
3.3. 2The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 specifies that we must work to 

improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural wellbeing of Wales by 
maximising our contribution to the Wellbeing Goals.

 A prosperous Wales
 A resilient Wales
 A healthier Wales
 A more equal Wales

1 The Local Development Plan is currently under review and is out for public consultation
2 Read the essential guide to the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
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 A Wales of cohesive communities
 A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
 A globally responsible Wales

3.4. We must do this in accordance with the sustainable development principle, which 
means that we act in a manner that seeks to ensure the needs of the present are met 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.  There 
are 5 things that we need to do in order to show that we have applied the sustainable 
development principle.  The five things are:

 Long Term
 Preventative
 Involvement
 Collaboration
 Integrated

3.5. 3The Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 specifies that we must seek to 
improve the wellbeing of people who need care and support, carers who need support 
and for transforming social services in Wales.  The focus of this Act is on what matters 
to the person and how they can use their own strengths and resources to do those 
things, which is determined by an assessment that involves the person and the 
professional(s).

4. WHERE WE WERE

4.1. An overview of the state of wellbeing in Cwm Taf was prepared in an assessment of 
wellbeing4, which provides background information on wellbeing in Merthyr Tydfil and 
Rhondda Cynon Taf.  

4.2. In addition, a population assessment5 was prepared to provide an overview of care and 
support needs of the people of Cwm Taf and the range of services required to meet 
those needs.  The findings from the wellbeing and population assessment contributed to 
the development of the statement of wellbeing for Merthyr Tydfil.

Wellbeing Statement
4.3. In our wellbeing statement we set out the scope of each wellbeing objective and outline 

why we consider that meeting the objective will maximise our contribution to the 
achievement of the seven wellbeing goals.  The focus of this report is on the wellbeing 
objective:

3 Read the essential guide to the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014
4 Information on the assessment of wellbeing is published on the Cwm Taf Portal.
5 Information on the population assessment is published on the Cwm Taf Portal.
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Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish
Development that integrates regeneration with sustainable urban design improves the 
built environment and strengthens the natural environment.

4.4. The built and natural environment can have a profound effect on people’s behaviour 
and opportunities and a significant impact on their wellbeing, particularly by where they 
live and work.  This wellbeing objective outlines the work we do in our communities to 
develop the environment and infrastructure which facilitates the growth of communities 
and a resilient local economy.

4.5. In Merthyr Tydfil, the Council will focus on the following components and their related 
outcomes in order to achieve our wellbeing objective:

 People have access to flexible, integrated and sustainable transport options;

 Suitable previously developed land that delivers a diverse supply of housing;

 Strengthening and diversifying the local economy; and

 Parents and carers have flexible childcare options.

5. OUR CONTRIBUTION

Reference to Performance and Projects
(Full details for all projects and performance measures in the AppendixII )

5.1. This report focuses on the specific projects that the Council will undertake to deliver our 
wellbeing objectives and contribute to the national wellbeing goals.  For "Developing the 
environment and infrastructure for business to flourish" there are 3 wellbeing projects:

 Relocation of the Central Bus Station – Phase 2

 Active Travel Routes - Phase 1

 Childcare Sufficiency Assessment

5.2. Key measures of performance (KPI)

5.3. We will judge how well these projects improve the wellbeing of people who live, work 
and visit Merthyr Tydfil using the following key indicators.  The key performance 
indicators respond to both the key components laid down in Point 4.5 (above) and the 
wellbeing projects
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Key Performance Indicators 2016/17
Achieved

2017/18 
Target

2017/18 
Actual

2018/19
Target

Number of departures from the current Merthyr Tydfil 
Bus Station 

178,294 178,294 Not yet 
available

Not 
applicable

**   NEW MEASURE **
Total spaces available during term time (Family 
Information Service)

N/A 1859 1859

**   NEW MEASURE **
Childcare spaces available during term time – nursery / 
preschool settings / childminders / Cylch Methrin 
(Family Information Service)

N/A 808 808

6. WHERE WE WANT TO BE

6.1. By monitoring key performance indicators and the outcomes of the projects we are 
delivering, we will know things are better when:

 All new housing developments, along with the management, adaptation and 
utilisation of the existing built environment, are suitable and sustainable for the 
long-term;

 There is improved connectivity between bus and train services sited within Merthyr 
Tydfil Town Centre to meet the changing needs of those who live, work and visit 
the county Borough;

 There is improved accessibility to all bus services departing the Central Bus 
Station;

 There is a decrease in the levels of anti-social behaviour and crime reported 
around the Central Bus Station; and

 Increased clarity around the affordability; accessibility and quality of childcare 
options for parents and carers.

7. WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT

7.1. For each of the projects there are planned actions for delivery, as well as the milestones 
and the deadlines for those actions. The actions take into account the identified issues 
and risks.  

7.2. We need to explore the future project opportunities focusing on wellbeing in the 
following areas:

 Further development of activities linked to the Business Improvement District (BID) 
to include business engagement; promotion  of the BID Grants Programme etc.;
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 The feasibility of free car parking to support increased usage of Merthyr Tydfil’s 
Town Centre businesses/facilities;

 The support offered to businesses to improve the availability of flexible childcare for 
parents and carers; 

 Improve the co-ordination of support to ensure all businesses have access to 
relevant financial and development support; 

 Review the ‘Cycle to Work’ Active Travel scheme and explore the potential to 
increase awareness of this; and

 Consider intelligence identified through delivery of the Economic Growth 
Strategy/Action Plan which will further inform opportunities for future wellbeing 
projects.

ALYN OWEN
CHIEF OFFICER 
COMMUNITY REGENERATION

GERAINT THOMAS
CABINET MEMBER FOR REGENERATION 

AND PUBLIC PROTECTION 

EVIDENCE
Title of Document(s)

 Statement of Wellbeing
 Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our Community

Does the report contain any issues that may 
affect the Council’s Constitution? NO
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APPENDIX 1

Wellbeing Project 1:  Relocation of the Central Bus Station – Phase 2

(a) Project Information

Project Title Relocation of the Central Bus Station – Phase 2

Project Manager Rhian Prosser / Chris Long

Report Period From 1st April 2017 Report Period To 31st December 2017

Accountable for Delivery Alyn Owen

Services Physical Regeneration

Wellbeing Objective Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses to flourish

Component(s)  People having access to flexible, integrated and sustainable transport 
options

 Strengthening and diversifying the local economy

Project Description This project will provide a new town centre bus station and 
supplementary office and the retail space including a mess area for the 
bus drivers, a Police office and a coffee shop. The relocation of the bus 
station supports greater connectivity between buses, trains and other 
active travel routes.

Expected Benefits  Provide a suitable environment to attract potential bus users
 Provide accessible access to all bus services
 Decrease the high levels of anti-social behaviour and crime
 Improved access to the railway station and other active travel routes

Rationale for the Project Whilst the existing bus station is well utilised and functional, it does not 
provide a suitable environment to attract potential bus users and is a poor 
gateway for visitors coming into the Town Centre.  The existing layout 
does not assist parallel docking, increasing the difficulty of using the bus 
network for less mobile users.  

Due to the layout structure and enclosed tunnel bus bay waiting areas, it 
is a location of high levels of antisocial behaviour and crime leading to 
fear of crime which, research demonstrates, can negatively impact on 
wellbeing.

Start Date 01/10/2014

Finish Date To be confirmed6

Highlight Report Author Rhian Prosser

6 The Council is currently awaiting confirmation of funding for the next Phase from Welsh Government, until this is received, the end date cannot be proposed
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Key Actions

Relocation
In order to relocate the main Merthyr Tydfil Bus Station, the Council will:

 Develop a Business Plan supporting the relocation of the Bus Station;
 Prepare a Business Case;
 Develop a Funding Strategy to support delivery of the Business Plan/Case;
 Complete the acquisition of land process for the whole development site; and
 Tender stage – Secure the funds to provide a project manager and construct the new 

bus station.

Regeneration of Land on which the Existing Bus Station Site sits
In order to regenerate the existing site for a potential retail or mixed use site, the Council will:

 Undertake all remedial works; and
 Apply a marketing strategy to attract a suitable developer.

(b) Project Performance (KPIs)

SOURCE Number of departures from Merthyr Tydfil Central Bus Station annually7

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

Cohort 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT 182,620 183,388 182,083 178,294 N/A 178,294 -

Project Evaluation

Status Delivery Confidence Definition
Excellent Successful delivery appears likely with no major outstanding issues to threaten delivery

Good Successful delivery appears probable but issues exists requiring management attention

Adequate Successful delivery is in doubt with major risks or issues in a number of key areas

Unsatisfactory Successful delivery appears to be unachievable

Reasons for judgment

All tasks have been completed to deadlines set and in line with requirements.  The Team is 
currently awaiting a response from Welsh Government before the next steps can be confirmed.

7 As the project progresses, further measures linked to the practical relocation of the Bus Station will be identified and the relevant data 
captured to demonstrate the impact of the work

JUDGEMENT Adequate
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Targets for the next period

In order to relocate the main Merthyr Tydfil bus station, the local authority will:

 Complete the acquisition of land process for the whole development site; and

 Tender stage – Secure the funds to provide a project manager and construct the new 
bus station.

(d) Project Risks

Assessment of
Risk

 Risk
No.

Risk
Description

I L S

Impact on 
Delivery/Benefits

Decision or 
action 
required

Responsible 
person for 
action

Date for 
decision or 
action

1 Welsh Government decides 
not to agree the funding for 
this project.

5 2 10 Without funding 
agreed, the 
project cannot be 
undertaken

Pending 
clarification 
and 
timescales 
from WG.

CL/RP/AO Ongoing

The above risk is subject to external funding sources and their availability and timescales 
associated with these to be confirmed by Welsh Government. 

(e) Project Issues

No issues have currently been identified for this stage of the project.
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Wellbeing Project 2:  Active Travel Routes

(a) Project Information

Project Title Active Travel Routes – Phase 1

Project Manager Cheryl Jones / Chris Long

Report Period From 1st April 2017 Report Period To 30th September 2017

Accountable for Delivery Alyn Owen

Services Active Travel

Wellbeing Objective Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses to flourish

Component(s)  People having access to flexible, integrated and sustainable transport 
options

 Strengthening and diversifying the local economy

Project Description Active Travel is a government initiative to reduce vehicular journeys and 
increase journeys made by walking and cycling, including the use of 
mobility scooters.   This includes journeys to school, work and shops or to 
access services, such as health or leisure centres. Active Travel does not 
include walking and cycling for recreational purposes.

This project is important in promoting healthier lifestyles and reducing the 
negative impacts of traffic upon our neighbourhoods and communities.  
We aim to ensure we use the intelligence gathered from public 
consultation (directly with the public and through key delivery partners) to 
inform us as we shape the next phase of this project – development of 
further Active Travel Routes.

Expected Benefits By connecting key sites such as workplaces, hospitals, schools and 
shopping areas with active travel routes, we will encourage people to rely 
less on their cars when making short journeys.

Rationale for the Project Research show that in Wales, we face major challenges in securing the 
nation’s physical and mental health, both now and for future generations.  
Increasing levels of walking and cycling offers a very straightforward way 
of achieving multiple benefits to help us achieve this.  

Active Travel also aims to reduce motorized traffic and with it air pollution; 
carbon emissions and congestion.  This has been shown to help make 
people and communities feel more connected and boost local businesses 
whilst enabling education, jobs and services.

Start Date 01/04/2013

Finish Date 31 March 2018

Highlight Report Author Cheryl Jones
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Key Targets

To support review of the Active Travel Plan and continue to develop Active Travel Routes 
which our communities can use; we will:

 Identify the status prior to commencement of the project;
 Prepare appropriate materials (including digital) for use during the public consultation 

process to support active participation linked to future developments in this area;
 Undertake comprehensive consultation with the public, key stakeholders, project partners 

etc.;
 Review all feedback received in partnership with core delivery partners to inform future 

planning and update the Active Travel Route maps.

b) Project Performance

A full consultation exercise undertaken by the Council to identify the general public’s views in 
relation to Active Travel Routes.

The views of all respondents has been analysed; this intelligence has been used to support the 
planning for this next phase of this project.   Performance measures will be confirmed when 
the updated Action Plan has been confirmed.

Project Evaluation

Status Delivery Confidence Definition
Excellent Successful delivery appears likely with no major outstanding issues to threaten delivery

Good Successful delivery appears probable but issues exists requiring management attention

Adequate Successful delivery is in doubt with major risks or issues in a number of key areas

Unsatisfactory Successful delivery appears to be unachievable

Reasons for judgment

All tasks have been completed to deadlines set and in line with requirements.  The Team is 
currently awaiting a response from Welsh Government before the next steps can be confirmed.

Progress since last highlight report

 Analysis of the consultation data has been completed and the intelligence gathered from 
the public, stakeholders and key partners has been used to plan the to refocus of the short-
term Local Active Travel Plan

 Submission of the refocused short-term Local Active Travel Plan to Welsh Government  by 
November 2017 deadline (currently under review)

JUDGEMENT Adequate
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 During the presentation of the Working Life 2 wellbeing scrutiny report to the Governance 
Scrutiny committee on 28/11/2017; Cllr Tony Rogers expressed an interest in meeting with 
officers to discuss the Active Travel project further.  A meeting was arranged to take 
forward this action and secure views from the Elected Member.

Targets for the next period

 Continue to monitor existing Active Travel routes;

 Continue to ‘chase up’ a response from Welsh Government following submission of the 
refocused short-term Local Active Travel Plan; and

 Identify and secure funding to review the medium and long term routes laid down in the 
Active Travel Plan

(c) Project Risks

Identify the risks from the latest Risk Register.  

Assessment of
Risk

Risk
No.

Risk
Description

I L S

Impact on 
Delivery/Benefits

Decision or 
action 
required

Responsible 
person for 
action

Date for 
decision or 
action

1 Non-compliance with the Active 
Travel Act resulting in a reduction in 
positive public perception with 
regards to Active Travel routes 
within Merthyr Tydfil

3 2 6 Non-compliance with 
the Active Travel Act 
resulting in a 
reduction in positive 
public perception 
with regards to 
Active Travel routes 
within Merthyr Tydfil

NA CJ/CL Ongoing 

2 Sustaining the infrastructure around 
the Active Travel routes (e.g.) 
reducing budgets could impact on 
the Council’s ability to maintain 
agreed routes

3 3 9 Routes not 
maintained and 
profile of routes is 
poor 

Ensure 
budget is 
maintained 
Explore 
wider funding 
sources 

CJ/CL On going 

(d) Project Issues

Assessment of 
Issue

Issue
No.

Issue
Description

I L S

Impact on 
Delivery/Benefits

Decision or 
action 
required

Responsible 
person for 
action

Date for 
decision or 
action

1 Sustaining the infrastructure around 
the Active Travel routes (e.g.) 
reducing budgets could impact on 
the Council’s ability to maintain 
agreed routes

3 Routes not 
maintained and 
profile of routes is 
poor

Ensure 
budget is 
maintained 
Explore 
wider funding 
sources

CJ/CL Ongoing
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Wellbeing Project 3:  Childcare Sufficiency Assessment

Project Title Childcare Sufficiency Assessment

Project Manager Chris Hole

Report Period From 1st April 2017 Report Period To 30th September 2017

Accountable for Delivery Alyn Owen

Services Early Years and Childcare Team; Family Information Service

Wellbeing Objective Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses to flourish

Component(s)  Parents and carers have flexible childcare options

Project Description This project seeks to secure feedback from communities across Merthyr 
Tydfil to establish whether there are sufficient childcare places accessible 
across the County Borough to meet parents and carers needs.

The 2017 Childcare Sufficiency Assessment includes analysis of the new 
CSSIW self-assessment process completed by providers across the 
Local Authority and includes some analysis of availability to education of 
children term after their third birthday  building towards  the 30 hour 
childcare offer which is currently being piloted across Wales. 

It is important to note that the Childcare Sufficiency Assessment is only 
conducted every 5 years with a smaller refreshing of the data being 
available midway through this cycle and required by Welsh Government.  
This is also supplemented by the Play Sufficiency Assessment 
periodically. 

Expected Benefits  Direct feedback be secured from service users; childcare providers; 
early years and family support services; schools etc.;

 A clearer picture of the usage of formal and informal childcare across 
the County Borough;

 Greater clarity around the affordability; accessibility and quality of 
childcare options for service users;

 Examples of barriers to accessing formal childcare

Rationale for the Project Research demonstrates that increasingly common early childcare plays 
an important role in children’s development and provides a valuable 
support to families with young children.  It is therefore important to 
understand the impact of these services and to ensure their quality and 
accessibility.

The Childcare Sufficiency Assessment is a vital tool to support 
information sharing with then public, professionals, Elected Members and 
the childcare market itself.

Start Date 01/10/2017

Finish Date 31 March 2019

Highlight Report Author Chris Hole
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Key Actions

 Review the business support available to the childcare sector
 Identify opportunities for social enterprise businesses in childminding in partnership with 

economic development 
 Ensure access to a workforce development programme to maintain the number of settings

(b) Project Performance

SOURCE **  NEW MEASURE  **
Total  spaces available during Term Time – Family Information Service

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

Cohort 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT - - - - 1859 1859 N/A

SOURCE
**  NEW MEASURE  **
Childcare spaces available Term Time – nursery / childminders / Cylch Meithrin)  
- Family Information Service

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

Cohort 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT - - - - 501 501 N/A

Progress since last highlight report

 2017 CSA finalised  - consultation drawing to a close after publication on council site

 Workforce development  plan in response to key findings being discussed with regional 
leads

 Marketing campaign to promote childcare has concluded and a report is scheduled for 
social services scrutiny

Project Evaluation

Status Delivery Confidence Definition
Excellent Successful delivery appears likely with no major outstanding issues to threaten delivery

Good Successful delivery appears probable but issues exists requiring management attention

Adequate Successful delivery is in doubt with major risks or issues in a number of key areas

Unsatisfactory Successful delivery appears to be unachievable

JUDGEMENT Adequate
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Reasons for judgment

The Childcare Sufficiency Assessment (CSA) has been finalised and this will now be submitted 
to Welsh Government (WG); enabling the ‘sign off’ of the Action Plan by Full Council as 
required by WG and which the service will be monitored on going forward.

Targets for the next period

 Submit Childcare Sufficiency Assessment to Full Council for approval (as required);

 Action Plan to be drawn up to identify and engage with potential childminders.

(c) Project Risks

There are currently no identified risks linked to delivery of this project.

(d) Project Issues

There are currently no identified risks linked to delivery of this project.
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APPENDIX 2

People have access to flexible, integrated and sustainable transport options

SOURCE Percentage of children completing the National Standards Cycle 
Training Level 1 and 2

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT 49.4% 50% 52% 67.2% Available at 
year end 70% N/A

Wales 33.3% 36.6% 34% 50.6% Available at 
year end - N/A

SOURCE Percentage of children offered Kerbcraft completing the scheme

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT 0 95.8% 92.8% 94.1% Available at 
year end 96% N/A

Wales 95.1% 98% 95.8% 96.2% Available at 
year end - N/A

Suitable previously developed land that delivers a diverse supply of housing

SOURCE The number of new houses built (affordable)

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

20 26 41 19 Available at 
year end N/A

SOURCE The number of new houses built (market)

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT 115 75 79 154 Available at 
year end N/A
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Parents and carers have flexible childcare options

SOURCE **  NEW MEASURE  **
Total Childcare Spaces available during holidays

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT - - - - 718 718 N/A

SOURCE **  NEW MEASURE  **
Total Childcare Spaces through the medium of Welsh

Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2017/18

MT - - - - 82 82 N/A
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Civic Centre, Castle Street, 
Merthyr Tydfil    CF47 8AN

Main Tel: 01685 725000 www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Enterprise and Business Support

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE REPORT:

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Scrutiny Committee regarding the 
development of key components of work relating to enterprise and business support 
provided by the Community Regeneration Department over the past year.

1.2 The report outlines key developments surrounding support for the social enterprise 
sector, update on progress of Orbit Business Centre and outlines the various 
initiatives that have taken place in Merthyr Tydfil Town Centre. 

1.3 This report outlines the progress made regarding the projects outlined above and 
highlights the next steps and priority pieces of work for each initiative over the next 
12 months. 

2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1 That the Scrutiny Committee identifies any further information they would like to 
receive 

2.2 That the Scrutiny Committee notes the contents of this report.

Date Written Wednesday 3rd January 2017
Report Author Ryan Barry & Chris Long
Service Area Community Regeneration
Committee Date 16th January 2018
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3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1 The Community Regeneration Department are recognised as being the main section 
of the Council that directly supports all types of businesses that are located within 
the County Borough.  This support comes in various forms which range from unique 
grant opportunities to direct business support for social enterprises.  

3.2 In terms of support to the social enterprise sector the Community Regeneration 
Department coordinates the Merthyr Tydfil Social Enterprise Network (MTSEN) 
which is made-up of key support agencies.  Furthermore, the department is currently 
leading on the development of a new Social Enterprise Strategy which will be driven 
by the MTSEN members in order to evolve the social enterprise sector going 
forward.

3.3 The Orbit Business Centre is a multi-use professional, modern business centre and 
has been providing business accommodation and support services for all sectors of 
enterprises since 2008. The facility provides the following services:

 Serviced offices for start-up businesses
 Serviced offices for large organisations
 Hot-desk facilities
 Large conferencing facilities
 Training room facilities
 Dedicates IT Suite
 Executive board rooms
 Car Parking

3.4 The Merthyr Tydfil Enterprise Centre (MTEC) facility is situated in Merthyr Tydfil 
Town Centre and is the business hub for pre-incubation / incubation, test trading and 
accessing of business advice. The centre receives referrals from a multitude of 
sources which include Job Centre Plus, Merthyr Tydfil College as well as other key 
stakeholders.  

3.5 The Meanwhile Project provides the opportunity for long-term commercial properties 
to be brought back into use and provides a facility for start-up retail businesses to 
test trade their products and services. As part of the project, businesses receive a 
six-month rent free period and in addition property owners will receive funding for 
enabling work to their respective property.  

3.6 The Retail Grant provides businesses situated within the Town Centre an opportunity 
to apply for up to £5,000 of grant finance to purchase capital equipment which will 
enhance the business. The grant has a 70% intervention rate and has been popular 
economic driver within the Town Centre for a number of years.  

4.0 WHERE WE WERE 

Social Enterprise Sector Support:

4.1 Between 2007 and 2015 MTCBC obtained finance from both the EU Convergence 
Programme and Welsh Government to develop the social enterprise sector with 
grant finance (capital and revenue) and dedicated officer support with up to four staff 
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members based in the Community Regeneration Department to support the sector. 
However, In August 2015, all support for the sector ended which resulted in the loss 
of all the Council's externally funded social enterprise support staff.

4.2 Merthyr Tydfil has only had an unpublished Social Enterprise Strategy developed in 
partnership with the Merthyr Tydfil Social Enterprise Network and Council. The 
'Strategy', as it stood, lacked any real drive or conclusive priority areas that the 
MTSEN and Council could deliver on. As a result the document was consequently 
left stagnant for a period whilst the Council experienced a number of internal 
changes to its staffing structure, primarily due to the loss of externally  funded staff 
as referenced in Section 4.1.

Orbit Business Centre:

4.3 The Orbit Business Centre was constructed in 2009 as part of a Joint Venture 
between the MTCBC and Welsh Government with the intention of providing an 
innovation centre for start-ups and incubation companies with supporting 
administration and business focused training centre for businesses in early stage 
development. The substantial share of the development / construction costs were 
borne by the Welsh Government and the Welsh European Funding Office (WEFO).

Town Centre Business Support:

4.4 With Business Wales withdrawing its business start-up services within the Town 
Centre the only support available to the business community was through limited 
online portals with an additional one hour phone call. Both new business start-ups 
and existing businesses experienced difficulty in accessing face to face support and 
workshops, which for the majority of entrepreneurs was an essential component of 
developing their enterprises.  

4.5 The Meanwhile Project has a positive effect on the vacancy rates within the Town 
Centre with the programme growing year-on-year despite a number of multi-national 
stores leaving the County Borough. The Meanwhile Project has worked with a 
number of landlords to undertake enabling work in the premises in return for periods 
of free rent for prospective start-up businesses.

4.6 Town Centre businesses have previously not been able to access business support 
grants which were subsequently available to other mainstream businesses. In light of 
the Town Centre fast becoming a multi-use, leisure destination MTCBC recognised 
that support to retail businesses was needed to enable them to undertake physical 
improvements and capital purchases. 

5.0 WHERE WE ARE NOW 

Social Enterprise Sector Support:

5.1 Since August 2015, the Community Regeneration Department's European & 
External Funding Team has been tasked with working with supporting the social 
enterprise sector, primarily through its coordination of the MTSEN and in partnership 
with other internal departments and external stakeholders. Additionally, the 
European & External Funding Team have completed an assessment of 29 of the 
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remaining 30 social enterprises supported through the SEWCED Programme to 
ascertain their current financial position and views on support which has been 
captured in a report.

5.2 With regards to the Social Enterprise Strategy, the document is currently in draft 
format; however, it still aspires to be a dynamic and informative manuscript which 
focuses on sustainability, advice, collaborative support mechanisms and growth 
opportunities. Furthermore, the MTSEN have now collectively agreed the four key 
priority areas that the new 'Strategy' will focus on. These are as follows:

 Providing Effective Business Support
 Stimulating Social Enterprise - Creating an Enabling Environment
 Supporting Social Entrepreneurship and Leadership 
 Realising Market Opportunities 

Orbit Business Centre:

5.3 Orbit Business Centre currently houses 15 separate businesses within facility who 
occupy 22 rooms. The projected rental income for this financial year is circa 
£210,000 which consists of £185,000 of non-MTCBC income. Currently, Orbit 
Business Centre supports 218 direct jobs associated with those 15 tenants with the 
addition of a further 553 jobs supported off site. Importantly, since securing the Joint 
venture from Welsh Government in early 2017, Orbit Business Centre is now fully 
cost recoverable.  

Town Centre Business Support:

5.4 MTEC currently has 41 registered clients that utilise the facility on a weekly basis 
with 20 of those becoming self-employed through direct support via the facility. 
Seven clients have undertaken accreditation training with Tydfil Training with the 
Business Lounge being used 104 times and hot desk facility 97 times this year. 
Business Wales, who occupy space at MTEC on a weekly basis, have held one-to-
one appointments with 31 clients with 16 clients attending additional workshops.

Meanwhile Project:

5.5 Currently, the Meanwhile Project has established nine businesses within the Town 
Centre which range from a vintage tea room to fishing tackle retailer and even the 
development of a digital mystery room. At present, the Meanwhile programme has 
another two potential businesses looking to establish in early 2018 which are a 
micro-brewery and bakery.  

Town Centre Retail Grant:

5.6 As part of MTCBC's work to continue to diversify and improve the Town Centre offer, 
it became apparent that a number of the existing food businesses had low scores in 
terms of food hygiene ratings. Discussions with the Council's Environmental Health 
Department led to training and grant support being made available to the sector in 
partnership with the Big Heart of Merthyr Tydfil. A fund of £30,000 for capital works 
and purchases is currently available for this financial year with the fund consisting of 
a maximum £3,000 grant at an intervention rate of 70%.
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6.0 WHERE WE WANT TO BE 

Social Enterprise Sector Support:

6.1 Ideally, the MTSEN in partnership with the Council will continue to support the social 
enterprise sector in terms of growth, diversification and accessing opportunities 
linked to funding and potential Community Asset Transfers (CAT's). Subsequently, 
when published, the new Social Enterprise Strategy will act as a catalyst for social 
enterprises to procure additional services and contracts, thus employing more staff 
and strengthening the sustainability of the sector going forward.

6.2 In relation to the Social Enterprise Strategy, the document needs to be completed in 
partnership with the MTSEN, the sector, MTCBC and ratified by Council prior to 
being embraced by the sector and support organisations going forward. The 
document would ideally be an informative tool for existing, new and prospective 
social enterprises to access information, advice and signposting opportunities to 
develop and grow their respective businesses.

Orbit Business Centre:

6.3 When fully occupied, excluding income from the conference and meeting room 
facilities the maximum, gross rental income achievable for Orbit would be in the 
order of £250,000 per annum and are inclusive of all costs associated with MTCBC 
being the landlord. Additionally, the conference rooms and subsequent meeting / 
training rooms also provide an additional income to the Council.

Town Centre Business Support:

6.4 MTEC has the potential to achieve full occupancy in terms of business incubation 
and support agencies that could reside at the Centre. Furthermore, scoping work is 
currently being undertaken by the Community Regeneration Department to look 
into the feasibility of replicating the MTEC model in the southern part of the County 
Borough.

6.5 The Meanwhile Project is reaching saturation within Merthyr Tydfil Town Centre, due 
to diminishing landlord participation levels, and therefore the Community 
Regeneration Department are now looking to replicate the programme across the 
County Borough.

6.6 With the support of the Big Heart of Merthyr Tydfil, the Community Regeneration 
Department will be visiting all eligible businesses again in January 2018 to discuss 
the grant opportunities available to them.  At present, the take-up of grant finance 
has been low, but in order to access the grant, there is a requirement that the 
business has a minimum food hygiene rating of 3 or above with a number of 
businesses currently going through the process of undertaking a new rating 
inspection in the new year.
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7.0 WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT 

Social Enterprise Sector Support:

7.1 The European & External Funding Team needs to go through a process of assessing 
the levels of finance and funding protocols associated with procurement of services 
to the social enterprise sector in Merthyr Tydfil and use the MTSEN to support future 
opportunities. Additionally, the Council needs to develop and solidify a collaborative 
working process between the MTSEN partners where certain organisations support 
specific organisations and social enterprises, therefore, working smarter and more 
strategically across the sector.   

7.2 In order to complete the Merthyr Tydfil Social Enterprise Sector the Programme 
Manager will need to complete the content associated with the chosen priority areas 
identified in Section 5.2. The MTSEN will then go through a process of evaluating the 
full draft 'Strategy' before it going to Council to be ratified and adopted corporately. It 
is envisaged that the new 'Strategy' will be published in early 2018.

Orbit Business Centre:

7.3 Further flexibility is now required in terms of the future sustainability and success for 
the centre. Orbit will soon trial changing the usage of two meetings rooms and 
making them available for tenancy agreements over a one year period. A further two 
general letting rooms that currently have one year terms will be extended to 30th 
March 2022 which makes them far more appealing. Lastly, the facility will remove all 
restrictions surrounding incubation usage which again enhances the buildings 
appeal. 

Town Centre Business Support:

MTEC:

7.4 The Community Regeneration Department will work directly with colleagues in other  
internal departments (Estates and Parks) to scope-out the possibility of replicating 
the successes of the MTEC concept in the Southern Valley. Furthermore, the 
department will pursue additional money from a variety of capital and revenue 
sources to finance a possible development. 

Meanwhile Project:

7.5 Work is continuing to be undertaken in terms of scoping out additional properties 
within the Town Centre which lend themselves to the Meanwhile concept. 
Additionally, the Orbit Centre Manager will undertake a mapping exercise of the 
proposed eight districts and produce a report which identifies fit for purpose vacant 
properties, whilst starting the engagement process with those chosen property 
owners and commercial agents. 

Food Grant:

7.6 With the support of the Big Heart of Merthyr Tydfil, the Community Regeneration 
Department will be visiting all eligible businesses again in January 2018 to discuss 
the grant opportunities available to them.  At present, the take-up of grant finance 
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has been low, but in order to access the grant, there is a requirement that the 
business has a minimum food hygiene rating of 3 or above with a number of 
businesses currently going through the process of undertaking a new rating 
inspection in the new year. 

8.0 CONTRIBUTION TO CORPORATE PRIORITIES

8.1 Within the Corporate Plan 2013 – 2017 social enterprise features as a priority under 
the Economic Growth Plan. The strategy outlines that we will: 

- Develop a new social enterprise strategy
- Develop a work programme that social enterprises are fully supported to fulfil 

their social and business objectives.

8.2 In relation to Priority Area 1 - Raising standards of attainment, the document will 
focus its attention on working with internal departments and key external 
stakeholders within the third sector in order to provide training opportunities relevant 
to the need of the area. 

8.3 With regards to the  impact on improving inclusion & wellbeing in the County 
Borough the work of the External Funding Team will look at mechanisms to which we 
can again work with colleagues from internal teams and stakeholders to develop an 
environment which promotes the opportunity for independent living in the community, 
active lifestyles through quality facilities (paid and free) and meets the needs of 
vulnerable children by liaising with colleagues from various community focussed 
national and local programmes (Communities First etc.).

8.4 Economic growth is our key objective within the Community Regeneration 
Department and with the team focussing its attentions on Economic Development 
and the 'employability' agenda we have an excellent resource to develop both 
fields further over the coming years. The Community Regeneration Department will 
consider all aspects of Economic Growth ranging from inward investment, job 
creation, and business expansion and stimulating community - focussed 
entrepreneurship across the County Borough.    

8.5 The External Funding Team will look to develop a sustainable environment in 
collaboration with internal colleagues with an overall aim of ensuring that the people 
of Merthyr Tydfil live in communities that are sustainable, clean and energy efficient. 
Therefore, the work of the department will activity work toward protecting our 
environment with an extensive range of planned community enterprise focussed 
activities. These range from schemes that consider reducing pollution and the 
amount of waste sent to landfill to protecting areas of parkland, recycling of 
resources, wildlife reserves and biodiversity.
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ALYN OWEN
CHIEF OFFICER
PLACE & TRANSFORMATION

COUNCILLOR GERAINT THOMAS
CABINET MEMBER FOR 

REGENERATION AND PUBLIC 
PROTECTION

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s) Document(s) Date Document Location

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution? 

No
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Civic Centre, Castle Street, 
Merthyr Tydfil    CF47 8AN

Main Tel: 01685 725000 www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Scrutiny Committee Work Programme

1.0 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1 To provide the Scrutiny Committee with its work programme for consideration and to 
prepare in advance of the next scrutiny committee meeting.

1.2 To remind scrutiny committee members that they need to consider the requirements 
of the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 in all aspects of scrutiny 
work.

2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1 The Committee notes the content of this report

2.2 The Committee considers its work programme and approve, revise or amend it as 
deemed appropriate; and to consider the questions above in planning for the next 
meeting.

3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
3.1 Scrutiny committees are required to prepare and keep under review a programme for 

their future work. By reviewing and prioritising issues, members are able to ensure 
that the work programme delivers a member-led agenda. 

3.2 At each meeting the committee will agree the agenda items for their next meeting 
and in preparation may in advance wish to ask itself the following questions.

Date Written 8th January 2018
Report Author Scrutiny Section
Service Area Legal & Governance Services
Committee Division Scrutiny 
Exempt/Non Exempt Non Exempt
Committee Date 16th January 2018
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Q) Why has the item been placed on a scrutiny work programme?
a. Does this item/topic contribute to the delivery of the Council’s Wellbeing 

Objectives and priorities?
b. Is this item/topic relating to service performance concerns?
c. Is this item/topic of significant public interest?
d. Has the item/topic got budgetary implications?
e. Is this a item/topic where Scrutiny involvement will make a significant 

difference and achieve tangible outcomes?
f. Can effective Scrutiny of this issue be delivered from within available 

resources?

Q) What is the specific role of the committee?
           This will depend on the item – for example the role could be:

a. to determine if performance levels are acceptable in relation to a particular 
department

b. to determine if a specific policy is fit for purpose
c. to satisfy itself that the Authority is working well with its partners in tackling a 

major issue 
d. to gather the views of specific stakeholders as part of an on-going scrutiny 

investigation / review
e. to explore possible solutions to an issue

Q) What outcome is the committee seeking from the consideration of this 
item?

a. To comment on the proposed budget and make suggestions to cabinet 
regarding the proposed budget’s ability to deliver the priorities of the council 

b. Identification of any causes for concern and note successes.
c. To receive an overview presentation.
d. To gain an understanding of and to comment on a policy / strategy
e. To explore ideas around the setting of budgets while considering the 

pressures facing each service. This also helps provide an overview of the 
policy frame work. 

f. For the scrutiny committee to gain an overview and refresh their knowledge of 
the wellbeing objectives / other plan / other strategy.

g. Improvement in service delivery

Q) What information does the committee need to fulfil this role / achieve 
this outcome? 
What is the Committee trying to do? You might be trying to do some or all of 
the following i.e. establish facts; gather opinions; or explore new ideas / 
solutions.

Q) Who should be invited to the meeting to provide the information?
Depending on the information you need you might want to hear from a range 
of witnesses – e.g. Cabinet members, Senior Officers, Service users, and 
External partners – e.g. Police, Health Board etc

Q) Does the committee need to ask for written representations?
The Committee may wish to pose some questions to the Directorate / Cabinet 
member / External Partner etc prior to the meeting. This may help in instances 
when the committee is looking for something specific to be addressed. This 
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will assist whoever is attending ensure that they have the information / answer 
ready for the meeting. 

Q) Which meeting format / venue would be most appropriate for the item 
and for the witnesses that will be invited to attend?
Meetings do not have to be held in a formal committee room environment. 
You may wish to hold occasional meetings out in the community e.g. 
community centres, sports facilities etc. It depends on the subject. Some 
people find the formal setting intimidating. Site visits for example may be more 
appropriate to see first-hand what the committee is investigating / obtaining 
information on e.g. waste sites, regeneration projects etc.

The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (the Act)

3.3 The Act applied the wellbeing duty on local authorities. This duty means this Council 
has to work towards its wellbeing goals and is required to publish its Statement of 
Wellbeing, which sets out our local wellbeing objectives for the community over the 
next five years. 

The Authority’s “wellbeing objectives” seek to secure sustained improvements in the 
economic, social, cultural and environmental wellbeing of the people who live and 
work in Merthyr Tydfil, now and in the future. The focus is on supporting people when 
they need it most and equipping them with the skills they need to lead fulfilled lives.

In brief, the wellbeing objectives for Merthyr Tydfil cover four main groups:

Best Start to Life (Reported to Learning & LAESCYP Scrutiny Committee)
 BS1 Children get the best start to life. 
 BS2 Children and young people are equipped with the skills they need to be 

successful learners and confident individuals.

Working Life (Reported to Regeneration and Public Protection Scrutiny Committee)
 WL1 Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: Developing the workforce of the 

future. 
 WL2 Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish.

Environmental Wellbeing (Reported to Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny 
Committee)

 EW1 Communities protect - enhance and promote our natural environment 
and countryside 

 EW2 Communities protect - develop and promote our heritage and cultural 
assets.

Living Well (reported to Social Services Scrutiny Committee)
 LW1 Developing safer communities. 
 LW2 People have good physical and mental wellbeing. 
 LW3 People live independently.
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3.4 The Act places a legal duty on public bodies to adopt the “sustainable development 
principle” when setting wellbeing objectives, and in taking steps to meet those 
objectives. 

Any reference to a public body doing something “in accordance with the sustainable 
development principle” means that the body must act in a manner which seeks to 
ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.

In the Act, the sustainable development principle is exemplified by the five ways of 
working i.e. there are five things that public bodies need to think about to show that 
they have applied the sustainable development principle. Following these ways of 
working will help us work together better, avoid repeating past mistakes and tackle 
some of the long term challenges we are facing. These “5 things” (ways of working) 
are shown below:-

1. Long term - The importance of balancing short-term needs with the need to 
safeguard the ability to also meet long-term needs (taking account of both 
short term and long term needs when making decisions.) 

2. Prevention - How acting to prevent problems occurring or getting worse may 
help public bodies meet their objectives (stop problems happening or getting 
worse)

3. Integration - Considering how the public body’s well-being objectives may 
impact upon each of the well-being goals, on their other objectives, or on the 
objectives of other public bodies (making sure that the objectives set by the 
council contribute to the wellbeing goals and there is an understanding of how 
they impact on other organisations work to meet the goals). There needs to be 
connections within the council, between departments, between cabinet 
members Who else within this organisation do we need to talk to ; to avoid 
wasted effort, duplication. What other pieces of legislation may affect, inform, 
impinge upon what we are seeking to address?

4. Collaboration - Acting in collaboration with any other person (or different 
parts of the body itself) that could help the body to meet its well-being 
objectives (working  with people inside and outside the council to meet your 
objectives when working towards the goals).

5. Involvement - The importance of involving people with an interest in 
achieving the wellbeing goals, and ensuring that those people reflect the 
diversity of the area which the body serves (make sure that everyone who has 
an interest or expertise in or is affected by achieving the goals are involved or 
represented).

3.5 Much of Scrutiny committee activity is aligned to the delivery of the wellbeing 
objectives and each scrutiny committee will be receiving regular performance reports 
on these areas. See appendix I which provides further details on this Authority’s 
wellbeing objectives.
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3.6 Scrutinising under the Act. The Act says that we have to dramatically change the 
way we do things. Not changing what we do but changing the way that we do it. This 
is difficult as many public sector organisations are entrenched in their approaches, in 
their activities and in their attitudes. In all scrutiny work members will need to 
consider the Act!

1. Applying the principles of the Act -  Scrutiny committees will have a 
responsibility to ensure that the principles of the Act are applied to policy and 
decision making in Merthyr

2. Contributing to the setting of the Wellbeing Objectives and the Well Being 
statement.

3. Monitoring progress against the Objectives and seeing if they are being 
met. 

4. Scrutiny of the PSB  - strategic and focussed on the work of the PSB as a 
whole (not its constituent members) either an existing scrutiny committee or a 
new one

5. By ensuring that the ways of working are followed in Merthyr Tydfil when 
undertaking 

 Pre-decision scrutiny (involvement of community in the decision making 
process?); 

 Policy development (how will this policy impact in people in 2030,40,50 
years?); 

 Performance monitoring (are there problems that can be prevented? 
Could performance be improved if we work with someone else?); and

 Investigative scrutiny (work with people who have an interest in the 
subject).

3.7 A copy of the Committees work programme is also attached.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s) Document(s) Date Document Location

Statement of Wellbeing 28th June 2017 MTCBC Internet

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution? 

No
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BS Best Start to Life

4. BS 1: Children get the best start to life3

Children, have a positive early experience to ensure they are ready to learn, ready for 
school and have good life chances.

4.1. What happens to children in their earliest years is key to outcomes in adult life.  This is 
now supported by a wide range of research evidence from education, health, justice and 
economic experts.  This wellbeing objective is about giving our children the best start in 
life, to set them off on a path that leads to positive outcomes later in life.

4.2. Improving early years support is also crucial in tackling the root causes of adverse 
childhood experiences, which we know have a detrimental impact on future health and 
wellbeing.  We define early years as pre-birth to 7 years old.  This broad definition of early 
years recognises the importance of pregnancy in influencing outcomes and that the 
transition into primary school is a critical period in children’s lives.

4.3. Parents and carers have a crucial role in creating a home environment that nurtures early 
development and addresses barriers to learning that particularly affect less advantaged 
children and young people.  Parents in Merthyr Tydfil recognise they have a shared 
responsibility with schools to help their children develop skills, but a lack of confidence in 
their abilities can prevent some from doing so.

4.4. This wellbeing objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to meeting the 
wellbeing needs of young children.  Such needs should be interpreted broadly and 
encompass play, learning, social relationships and emotional, physical and mental 
wellbeing.  While this approach is important for all children, it will particularly benefit 
children who face disadvantage or have a high risk of poor outcomes later in life.  The key 
components to support positive development in the early years include:

 Children having a nurturing and stimulating home environment
 Children having access to high quality pre-school and school education
 Helping mothers to have good maternal health
 Helping parents and carers with literacy and numeracy to enhance their ability to 

support their children’s learning

4.5. The risks of poorer outcomes for children and families are strongly correlated to 
underlying factors, mainly poverty and lack of parental skills and knowledge as well as 
education.  Wider stresses on parents and families such as substance misuse, debt, poor 
housing and lack of employment can also affect the quality of early years' experience and 
therefore impact on development.

3 This wellbeing objective recognises the right of all young children to high quality relationships, environments and 
services and will contribute strongly to promoting and upholding children’s rights as defined by the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC).
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BS Best Start to Life

4.6. The best start to life has to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives which address 
these underlying factors, particularly:

 Children and young people are equipped with the skills they need be successful 
learners and confident individuals

 Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: Developing the workforce of the future
 People have good physical and mental health
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BS Best Start to Life

5. BS 2: Children and young people are equipped with the skills they 
need to be successful learners and confident individuals

Children and young people, develop the knowledge, skills and attributes they will need to 
flourish in life, learning and work.

5.1. This objective is the next step on from the early years and continues the principle of 
valuing the wider benefits that learning can bring to the individual, to society and 
communities and to the economy.  It is part of a framework to show how all the constituent 
parts of our education and learning systems can contribute to giving Merthyr Tydfil a skills 
base that will improve economic, cultural, social and environmental wellbeing.

5.2. A young person’s education, from the early years through their compulsory education, lays 
the foundations of skills for life and work.  What they learn and the skills they acquire will 
help them improve their own lives.  Education has become one of the clearest indicators 
of life outcomes, such as employment, income and social status, and is a predictor of 
attitudes and wellbeing.

5.3. Wellbeing is strongly linked to attainment.  Research evidence shows that there is value 
for schools to promote health and wellbeing among pupils.  This can range from effective 
social and emotional competencies, the culture ethos and environment of a school and 
opportunities for pupils to be physically active.  Pupils with better health and wellbeing are 
more likely to be ready to learn and achieve better academically.

5.4. This wellbeing objective has at its core the promotion of equality of opportunity.  Equipping 
children and young people with the skills they need includes the following key 
components:

 Schools equipping pupils with high levels of literacy, numeracy and ICT skills
 Schools equipping pupils with social and emotional skills
 Schools supporting physical activity of pupils
 Youth services involving young people and enhancing their knowledge and skills

5.5. This objective has to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives which address the 
wider factors that influence family life:

 Children get the best start to life
 Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: Developing the workforce of the future
 People have good physical and mental health
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WL Working Life

6. WL 1: Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: Developing the workforce 
of the future

Highly skilled and qualified people are supported by a local economy that makes full and 
productive use of these skills; where our employers, demand, value and make best use of 
their workforce's skills.

6.1. "Too often, people's experiences of trying to get out of poverty tell a story of barriers and 
traps, rather than routes out"4.  This echoes the challenges experienced by unemployed 
people in Cwm Taf, who spoke of insufficient employment opportunities and numerous 
barriers to employment, particularly the lack of useful support or guidance.

6.2. A key challenge in Merthyr Tydfil is to help people develop their resources (skills, 
knowledge etc.) and tackle the barriers they experience so they can become the 
workforce of the future.  The focus of this wellbeing objective will be on the work we do 
within our communities to improve their skill level of the workforce.

6.3. Research shows that people who report no educational qualifications are more likely to be 
in relatively low income and people who are not in employment with no qualification are 
more likely to be economically inactive.  This is important because a comparatively high 
proportion of people in Merthyr Tydfil do not have any qualifications; we need to improve 
employability skills for those without jobs.  The key components to support the 
development of the future workforce include:

 People having employment opportunities
 People having the basic skills to access learning and training programmes
 People having the skills and qualifications that are suitable for employers' changing 

needs

6.4. The risk of poorer outcomes for people with low or no skills are strongly linked with the 
likelihood they are in lower paid work; experiencing in-work poverty and having lower 
resilience when dealing with issues or problems.  Evidence also shows poorer mental and 
physical health outcomes are often experienced by those with low or no skills.

6.5. Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil has to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives 
which address these underlying factors, particularly:

 Children get the best start to life

4 JRF (2016) Monitoring Poverty and Social Exclusion 2016, Joseph Rowntree Foundation
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WL Working Life

7. WL 2: Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses 
to flourish

Development that integrates regeneration with sustainable urban design improves the 
built environment and strengthens the natural environment.

7.1. The built and natural environment can have a strong effect on people's behaviour and 
opportunities and a significant impact on their wellbeing, particularly by where they live 
and work.  The focus of this wellbeing objective is the work we do in our communities to 
develop the environment and infrastructure that allows the growth of communities and a 
resilient local economy.

7.2. There is evidence to suggest that a well-managed urban environment and high quality 
local services are important to create conditions that are attractive to business investors, 
visitors and local residents alike.  Development that is sustainable can help build 
resilience and capacity in adapting to climate change, ensuring town centres and 
communities are attractive, viable and better protected.

7.3. This wellbeing objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to environmental and 
infrastructure development needs in Merthyr Tydfil.  Such needs should be interpreted 
broadly to include renewable and low carbon energy, sustainable transport, diverse 
housing, education, retail, green infrastructure including biodiverse open spaces.  Access 
to high quality local services, amenities and safer communities can attract inward 
investment, increase visitor spend and help grow the local economy.  The key 
components to support the development of the environment and infrastructure include:

 People having access to flexible, integrated and sustainable transport options
 Parents and carers having flexible childcare options
 Suitable previously developed land that delivers a diverse supply of housing
 Promoting and supporting the use of renewable and low carbon energy
 Strengthening and diversifying the rural economy

7.4. Flooding and extreme weather events which damage assets and disrupt business 
operations pose the greatest risk to Welsh businesses now and in the future.  Evidence 
shows that high quality, sustainable and inclusive design can mitigate the predicted 
effects of climate change.

7.5. Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses to flourish has to work 
alongside our other wellbeing objectives, particularly:

 Communities protect, enhance and promote our natural environment and countryside
 Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and cultural assets
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8. EW 1: Communities protect, enhance and promote our natural 
environment and countryside5

People, proud of the area’s outstanding landscape, regularly spend time outdoors in good 
quality, accessible greenspace.  Communities help improve their local areas, learning new 
skills, building strong social bonds and helping wildlife flourish.

8.1. The focus of this wellbeing objective is the work we do with our communities to protect, 
enhance and promote the natural environment and countryside.  This is because research 
shows that a healthy natural environment and countryside provides multiple benefits for 
people and wildlife from improved air, water and land quality, habitat protection and 
enhanced biodiversity to beneficial implications for physical and mental health.

8.2. How we act toward the natural environment and countryside will be a critical factor of a 
sustainable future in Merthyr Tydfil because the benefits of improving our natural 
environment will be felt across all of our wellbeing objectives.  We define the natural 
environment and countryside as all greenspace within the local authority boundary.  This 
broad definition of the natural environment and countryside recognises its importance of 
nature in both rural and urban environments.

8.3. This wellbeing objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to meeting the 
environmental wellbeing needs in Merthyr Tydfil.  Those needs should be interpreted 
broadly to include quality greenspace and connectivity, habitat protection and biodiversity, 
resilient ecosystems, landscape character and pollution prevention.  While this approach 
is important for the environment as a whole, it will particularly benefit areas where there 
are key environmental issues or risks.  The key components for communities to protect, 
enhance and promote our natural environment and countryside include:

 Integration of landscape protection, management and planning
 Minimise environmental damage through prevention of pollution
 Maximise efficient use of materials and resources by means of the waste hierarchy
 Developing good quality and connected green infrastructure and open spaces

8.4. A degraded environment means our residents, communities and businesses will have a 
lower resilience to environmental risks.  As the environment is an underlying factor and 
influencer to many other wellbeing objectives, the risks presented by degraded 
environment also include a range of economic, social, health, community safety and 
cultural perspectives.

5 The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 requires the Council to seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity and 
promote the resilience of ecosystems taking into account diversity between and within ecosystems; the 
connections between and within ecosystems; the scale of ecosystems; the condition of ecosystems (including 
their structure and functioning) and the adaptability of ecosystems.
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8.5. Communities protect, enhance and promote the natural environment and countryside has 
to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives to address these underlying factors, 
particularly:

 Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses to flourish
 Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and cultural assets
 People have good physical and mental health
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9. EW 2: Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and 
cultural assets

Celebrating success, valuing our heritage, culture and language will strengthen our 
identity for future generations.

9.1. The focus of this wellbeing objective is to use existing community assets to deliver wealth 
and health benefits for the people of Merthyr Tydfil.  There is a strong argument to 
suggest valuing our heritage, culture and language can bring improvements to the 
wellbeing of individuals and communities.  

9.2. The distinctiveness of Merthyr Tydfil has been shaped by our industrial past and the 
different communities who make Merthyr Tydfil their home.  How we work with these 
communities will be a critical factor in delivering on the vast potential that Merthyr Tydfil’s 
heritage and cultural assets offer us.

9.3. When local people talk about culture, it is often described as an opportunity for 
celebration.  Where this culture is celebrated varies from historic buildings brought back 
into use such as the Redhouse, Soar and Dowlais Engine House to modern venues such 
as the many rugby clubs, community centres and the refurbished Merthyr Tydfil football 
club.  The regeneration of the town centre has provided an additional asset for hosting 
cultural activities that brings people together including Merthyr Rising, Merthyr by the sea, 
Awesome Chilli Festival.

9.4. Cyfarthfa Park was regularly referred to as something good in the community during our 
engagement activities.  How people use the park varies from walking, foraging, fishing and 
landscape painting to attending events such as open air theatre, concerts and firework 
displays.  Whatever the use, the impact on people’s sense of wellbeing was commonly 
endorsed. 

9.5. Community groups that bring people together were also acknowledged as something 
good by those taking part in our engagement activities.  There was a sense that the 
tradition of community groups was enjoying resurgence as the focus on wellbeing 
develops.  Making social connections with other people is directly correlated with 
improvements in physical and mental wellbeing and can help combat the growth in social 
isolation and loneliness experienced by many different people living in the community.

9.6. Using our landscape and history to encourage people to be more physically active is a 
great way to improve wellbeing.  Cyfarthfa provides the backdrop for the annual Wales 
Valleys Walking Festival, which showcases Merthyr Tydfil’s history and natural beauty 
combined with walking.

9.7. In addition to health and wellbeing benefits our heritage and culture can help bolster the 
prosperity of the county borough by attracting visitors and tourists which supports inward 
investment, provides employment and offers opportunities to develop new skills.  In 
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addition research shows that being able to speak, read and write Welsh can be an 
advantage for people seeking a job in Wales.

9.8. This wellbeing objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to meeting the cultural 
wellbeing needs in Merthyr Tydfil.  Those needs should be interpreted broadly and 
encompass tourism, destination management, conservation and preservation of assets 
and language, local events and community participation.  The key components for 
communities to protect, develop and promote our heritage and culture include:

 Supporting existing community facilities and community led developments
 Supporting suitable tourism, leisure and recreation developments
 Promoting cultural and social activities within our communities
 Promoting the use of the Welsh language

9.9. Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and cultural assets has to work 
alongside our other wellbeing objectives, particularly:

 Children get the best start to life
 Developing the environment and infrastructure for businesses to flourish
 Developing safer communities
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10. LW 1: Developing safer communities

People, living in connected communities, feel safe where they live, work or spend their 
leisure time.

10.1. Feeling safe influences how people value their community, and is important to people’s 
quality of life, often making the difference between people wanting to live and stay in their 
neighbourhood or not.  There is evidence to suggest that building confidence and 
resilience in individuals and communities is an important step towards improving 
wellbeing.  Where healthier and happier people are more likely to positively contribute to 
their communities and society.

10.2. Community safety covers many aspects of life; however, there is no commonly agreed 
definition of community safety or clarity on the range of services and activities that 
contribute to its delivery.  We define safer communities from a social perspective as 
communities that are free from crime, victims of crime or those living in fear of crime.  This 
definition allows us to focus on the social aspects of safety that adversely affect the quality 
of life and wellbeing of people.

10.3. The focus of this wellbeing objective is the work we do to develop safer communities, 
including keeping our children and adults safe and free from harm, creating a place where 
people value their neighbours and community.  The key components for developing safer 
communities include:

 Safeguarding vulnerable children and adults who are at risk of harm
 Tackling the harm caused by the misuse of drugs and alcohol
 Tackling violence against women and girls
 Offender management (young people through to adults)
 Anti-Social Behaviour
 Community cohesion

10.4. Developing safer communities will need to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives, 
particularly:

 Children get the best start to life
 Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and cultural assets
 People have good physical and mental wellbeing
 People live independently

10.5. In the wider environmental context of safe communities, our wellbeing objectives provide a 
focus on the elements needed for people and communities to develop and maintain a 
clean and biodiverse environment, well lit, free from graffiti, litter and fly-tipping:

 Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish
 Communities protect, enhance and promote our natural environment and countryside
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11. LW 2: People have good physical and mental health

People, adopting healthy behaviours earlier in their life, are heathier, feel good and 
function well.

11.1. There are many predictors of wellbeing and this objective focuses on two of them, 
physical health and mental health.  The link between physical health and mental health is 
incontrovertible.  Either one will have effects on the other.  Poor physical health can lead 
to poor mental health and the other way round.  Just as good physical health can improve 
our state of mind, a strong and healthy mind can greatly improve our ability to cope with 
physical ailments.

11.2. Research shows that levels of subjective wellbeing vary across the life course, dipping in 
the mid teenage years, at midlife, and again among the oldest of the old.  The perception 
of general health remains one of the strongest predictors of subjective wellbeing in adults 
and people who are physically active are more likely to have improved general and mental 
health.  

11.3. There is a growing body of evidence that indicates nature provides added value to the 
known benefits of physical activity.  Locally people have told us they have a strong 
association between the outdoors and wellbeing.  However, people also shared their 
concerns on the quality, accessibility and awareness of greenspace, in both urban areas 
and the wider countryside.

11.4. The focus of this wellbeing objective is to motivate and support people and communities 
to develop positive physical and mental health behaviours.  Adopting these behaviours 
early in life will help us to ensure long term and sustainable benefits for the physical and 
mental wellbeing needs of the people in Merthyr Tydfil. 

11.5. To ensure a holistic approach to meeting this objective, physical and mental health needs 
should be interpreted broadly and encompass the family and neighbourhood, school and 
teenage years, having a good job, home and positive social relationships.  The key 
components for people have good physical and mental wellbeing include:

 Promoting healthy behaviours from a young age
 Tackling adverse childhood experiences
 Increasing levels of physical activity

11.6. People have good physical and mental health has to work alongside all other wellbeing 
objectives.
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12. LW 3: People live independently6

People, empowered to live independently within their communities, have the appropriate 
support, advice and assistance to meet their personal needs, live safely and access 
opportunities available to them.

12.1. The focus of this objective is to help people with particular support needs to live 
independent and well lives in their communities for longer.  The type of support required to 
promote greater independence and wellbeing will differ for diverse groups in the 
community.  

12.2. For disabled people (of all ages) this objective is about removing the barriers that prevent 
the full participation in all aspects of society and promoting the rights and full inclusion of 
disabled people.  Research evidence from the Office of Disability Issues suggests that 
independent living provides significantly more benefits at an individual level than 
conventional forms of service provision.  At service delivery level, benefits include the 
reduced costs in the delivery of independent support mechanisms.

12.3. For older people this objective is about addressing the care and support needs required to 
remain in their own homes, and developing local capacity within communities so people 
can connect with others and become more involved in community and public life.  There is 
evidence that older people living locally wish to remain living in their homes as long as 
possible.  Alongside tangible benefits in promoting wellbeing linked to choice and control 
and other aspects of maximising independent living for older people, there is also a 
lessening reliance on institutional forms of service provision leading to reduced costs.

12.4. Our engagement with people locally which has identified key factors to support people to 
live independently include:

 Clearly and accessibly communicate sources of advice, assistance and support
 Gather the views of service users to inform planning and service delivery
 Services that provide people with the ability to live in their own home
 Better access to quality services and facilities to support a fairer society for people with 

protected characteristics

12.5. Ensuring that people can live independent lives for longer requires wider societal changes 
to create the necessary conditions to ensure the success of this objective.  To create 
these changes, people to live independently has to work alongside our other wellbeing 
objectives, particularly:

 Children get the best start to life
 Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish
 Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and cultural assets

6 This wellbeing objective contributes to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), 
which includes Article 19: the right to independent living.
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 Developing safer communities

12.6. In the wider context of people living independent lives our other wellbeing objectives focus 
on the elements needed for people and communities to become more self-sufficient 
particularly:

 Children and young people are equipped with the skills they need to be successful 
learners and confident individuals

 Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: Developing the workforce of the future
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Regeneration and Public Protection Scrutiny Committee 
Work Programme Descriptors 2017/18

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and 
the outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Committee Regeneration, Planning and Countryside

Date / Timing Overarching Item Officer & Cabinet 
Member

Scrutiny Focus 

18th July 2017
                                                                
Preparation of Work Programme

Wellbeing 
Objective

Working Life 
(WL1)

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on a wellbeing 
objective.  The scrutiny report will outline the context, current position and provide the 
most up to date performance and project information to enable the Scrutiny 
Committee to discuss and challenge on the steps taken to meet our wellbeing 
objectives.12th Sept. 2017

Economic Growth 
Strategy and 
Partnership

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  The Scrutiny Committee to receive a report on the journey to 
date in relation to the Economic Growth Strategy and Partnership.  Key priorities will be 
highlighted from within the Action Plan as well as the forward plan for delivery. 

Wellbeing 
Objective

Working Life 
(WL2)

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on a wellbeing 
objective.  The scrutiny report will outline the context, current position and provide the 
most up to date performance and project information to enable the Scrutiny 
Committee to discuss and challenge on the steps taken to meet our wellbeing 
objectives.

Destination 
Development 

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on the Destination 
Management Plan and the key developments being delivered through the  Plan. 

24th October 2017

Homelessness in 
the County 

Borough

Steve Peters / Julian 
Pike /  Cllr Geraint 

Thomas

Scrutiny & Challenge: - The scrutiny committee requires an update on current issues 
and an overview of current projects and programmes being delivered by the Cwm Taf 
Community Safety Partnership in respect of Homelessness; together with any other 
information that the department feels the committee should be aware of. The 
committee can then decide how they wish to take the matter forward following the 
report.
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Regeneration and Public Protection Scrutiny Committee 
Work Programme Descriptors 2017/18

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and 
the outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Wellbeing 
Objective

Working Life 
(WL1)

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:-The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on a wellbeing 
objective.  The scrutiny report will outline the context, current position and provide the 
most up to date performance and project information to enable the Scrutiny 
Committee to discuss and challenge on the steps taken to meet our wellbeing 
objectives.

5th December 2017 Continued 
Development of 
the Town Centre

Steve Peters / 
Portfolio Member / 

Alyn Owen

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  –i.e. public protection and community safety. Need to look at 
different uses for town centre e.g. leisure usage and night time economy e.g. places to 
eat. Need to address homelessness and law and order issues.  There needs to be co-
ordinated work  e.g. how does the night time economy interact with licencing and 
trading standards regulations?

Wellbeing 
Objective

Working Life 
(WL2)

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on a wellbeing 
objective.  The scrutiny report will outline the context, current position and provide the 
most up to date performance and project information to enable the Scrutiny 
Committee to discuss and challenge on the steps taken to meet our wellbeing 
objectives.

Department 
budgets.

(Home to School 
Transport)

Moved to  Learning & 
LAESCYP Scrutiny 
work programme

Steve Peters / 
Portfolio Member

Scrutiny & Challenge: - Post 16 transport is discretionary. The Transport section is 
responsible for procurement of services ensuring value for money. Education is 
responsible for the policy. The Transport section has identified support to learners that 
takes them outside the County Borough and a review of the policy may identify savings 
and support the College. To receive a briefing report.
Moved to Learning & LAESCYP (email Alyn Owen / Steve Peters 11th Dec 2017 as 
taken over by Chief Education Officer)

16th January 2018

Enterprise and 
Business Support 

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on the 
developments associated with Enterprise and Business Support including the Orbit 
Business Centre, the support available for Town Centre Businesses and the Social 
Enterprise Strategy. 
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Regeneration and Public Protection Scrutiny Committee 
Work Programme Descriptors 2017/18

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and 
the outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Wellbeing 
Objective

Working Life 
(WL1)

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on a wellbeing 
objective.  The scrutiny report will outline the context, current position and provide the 
most up to date performance and project information to enable the Scrutiny 
Committee to discuss and challenge on the steps taken to meet our wellbeing 
objectives.

As Crime and 
Disorder 

Committee.
Cwm Taf 

Community 
Safety 

Partnership  - 
Community 

Safety Update

Steve Peters / Police 
(Chief Super Sally 
Burke / colleagues 

from RCTCBC / SWPCC 
Office

Scrutiny & Challenge:- 

1. An update on current issues and an overview of current projects and 
programmes being delivered by the Cwm Taf Community Safety Partnership. 

2. In addition changes in higher level policing structure impacts on Community 
Safety Partnership. How does this affect policing in Merthyr Tydfil? How does 
this tie in with homelessness and anti-social behaviour. Scrutiny may wish to be 
kept abreast on progress and challenge and influence the processes. 

20th February 2018

Economic Growth 
Strategy and 
Partnership

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  The Scrutiny Committee to receive a report on the inward 
investment opportunities associated with the Economic Growth Strategy and 
Partnership including the developments and recruitment solutions at both General 
Dynamics and Trago Mills. 

Wellbeing 
Objective

Working Life 
(WL2)

Cllr Geraint Thomas / 
Alyn Owen and 

appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on a wellbeing 
objective.  The scrutiny report will outline the context, current position and provide the 
most up to date performance and project information to enable the Scrutiny 
Committee to discuss and challenge on the steps taken to meet our wellbeing 
objectives.

3rd April 2018
Destination 

Development 
Cllr Geraint Thomas / 

Alyn Owen and 
appropriate Officers

Scrutiny & Challenge:- The Scrutiny Committee will receive a report on the Cyfarthfa 
Heritage Area linked to the Destination Management Plan delivery and the relationship 
with the Leisure Trust in ensuring the product is effectively managed as an ongoing 
result of the significant investment in the Heritage Area. 
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Work Programme Descriptors 2017/18

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and 
the outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Environmental 
Health

Steve Peters / Sue 
Gow /  Cllr Geraint 

Thomas

Scrutiny & Challenge:-   – A report providing detail - how does the work of the 
department contribute to Public Health and Wellbeing?

Additional items to 
consider for Work 
programme

Trading 
Standards and 

Licensing

Steve Peters / P Lewis 
/  Cllr Geraint Thomas

Scrutiny & Challenge:-   – A report providing detail - how does the work of the 
department contribute to Public Health and Wellbeing?
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